
Sewing
Station

Stylish and Space-Saving

The Koala Sewing Station gives you the perfect home for your machine and supplies. 
Offering a generous work surface and lift-up storage compartments with soft-close 
hinges. Perfect for your everyday essential sewing needs.

Comfort,convenience and plenty of work surface.

notions, lamp and machine shown are not included.
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The Sewing Station offers an abundance of storage and a generous sewing surface with rounded corners and 
beveled edges which prevent fabric snags. The Sewing Station accommodates most machines. Please check 
with your retailer or sewingandcraftclub.com to determine if your machine will fit. 

The Koala Sewing Station Studio provides:
     Spacious work surface accommodates most projects.

     Built at a standard height of 29-1/4”

     Two convenient lift-up storage compartments with soft-close 
     hinges, magnetized notion storage compartments and an adjustable 
     storage shelf below the work station.

     Stationary machine platform, no electric lift.

     Cord and Lamp Ports (shown with the optional Slimline 
     Lamp, sold separately).

     Rounded corners and beveled edges prevent fabric snags.

     Designed to be used with or without casters (not shown.) Casters 
     add 2-1/2” to the height.

Sewing Station
29-1/4” standard height. 53” width. 29-3/4” depth. shown with optional notion boxes and SewComfort chair.

The Sewing Station is available in eight elegant 
finishes. Choose your favorite.Optional Accessories for the Sewing Station

www.sewingandcraftclub.com

AFRICAN 
EBONY

AMERICAN 
WALNUT

BIRDSEYE
MAPLE

CANADIAN
MAPLE

BRAZILIAN 
CHERRY

ASIAN GOLDEN 
TEAK

ENGLISH  
WHITE ASH

NORTH
AMERICAN OAK

Matching Koala 
SewComfort Chair
Choose your fabric color and 
base finish to complement 
your Sewing Station. 
Six-way adjustments provide 
hours of comfort.

Slimline Table Lamp
The optional Daylight Slimline Table lamp 
attaches to your Sewing Station. Ideal for all 
types of sewing and quilting. Provides wide, even 
light coverage, reduces eye strain and allows true 
color matching.

Organize Your Space
Store your thread and 
notions in these 
convenient boxes. 
This set includes 3 
thread boxes and 
2 notions bins.
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Choose Your Finish


